Deadline: January 31, 2017

How to Apply:
Registration and Submissions of Abstracts to be done through the GRM website: www.gulfresearchmeeting.net

For further information:
Contact us at grm2017@grc.net

Call for Papers

GRM 2017 Workshops
- Smart Cities in the Gulf: Current State, Opportunities and Challenges
- Public-Private Partnerships for Infrastructure Delivery in the GCC: Challenges and the Opportunities
- Brexit and GCC
- The GCC and Australia
- The GCC and the Indian Ocean: Economic Opportunities and Political Challenges
- Electoral Frameworks, Party Systems and Electoral Outcomes: Comparing Elections in the Gulf
- Transforming Business Education in the GCC. Transitioning from Theoretical to Applied, and Applied to Impactful
- The Gulf States and the Palestinian-Israeli Conflict
- Gender and Identity in the Gulf: Cultural Constructions and Representations
- The Arab Gulf in The West: Perceptions and Realities—Opportunities and Perils
- Migration Policies in the Gulf: Continuity and Change

The Gulf Research Centre Cambridge will hold its 8th annual Gulf Research Meeting (GRM) at the University of Cambridge from August 1 to 4, 2017.

The objective of the Gulf Research Meeting is to provide an academic environment to foster Gulf studies and to encourage scholarly and academic exchange among those researching or interested in current developments that are defining the Gulf region and its constituent societies.